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Michael Baxter 29. března 2023

Radikální muslimská operace Warp Speed   Architect
zavěšena na GITMO
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"Alláhu Akbar," křičel v pondělí ráno odsouzený zločinec Moncef

Slaoui, když stál na šibenici v zálivu Guantánamo a hrozivě se

pošilhával po muži, kterého považoval za zodpovědného za nařízení

jeho bezprostřední smrti.
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Pod ním viceadmirál Darse E. Crandall a několik vysoce postavených

důstojníků mlčky sledovali, jak mu oběšenec stojící vedle Slaouiho

navlékal kolem krku pletený provaz. Slaoui bojoval, ale nemohl se

rovnat tyčícímu se vojákovi, který si bez námahy přišpendlil Slaouiho

zápěstí na záda a pak je svázal zipem. Slaoui plivl vojákovi do tváře.

"Sbalte vězně," nařídil admirál Crandall a voják nasadil Slaouiovi

přes hlavu černou kápi.

"Jak probíhá to odvolání?" zařval adm. Crandall.

Na konci Slaouiova tribunálu minulý čtvrtek jeho právník Omar

Akbar slíbil, že se proti verdiktu odvolá k blíže nespecifikovanému

orgánu. Zachytil první let odlétající z GITMO ve čtvrtek odpoledne a

od té doby o něm nebylo slyšet; Slaouiho hovory do Akbarovy

kanceláře v DC zůstaly bez odezvy.

"Kdysi mě ohromilo, pane Slaoui, jak málo si vy lidé vážíte lidského

života." Stejně jako ostatní, kteří stáli tam, kde teď jste, jste byli

pohlceni chamtivostí, která vedla k tomuto nevyhnutelnému osudu.

"Neposadil jsem tě na šibenici." dal jsi se tam,“ řekl admirál Crandall

a pokynul vojákovi, aby stiskl tlačítko.

Ale pantové dveře pod Slaouiho nohama se neotevřely.

"Je to rozbité, pane," řekl voják.

"Alláh mluví," zamumlal Slaoui zpod kapuce. "Ještě není připraven

mě přijmout."

Admirál Crandall řekl: "Bude připraven, jakmile sem dostanu

elektrikáře, takže si nedělejte naděje."

Zatímco čekali na příjezd elektrikáře US Army Corps of Engineers,

Slaoui vrhl na admirála arabské kletby a nazval ho bezbožným

nevěřícím, rouhačem a nepřítelem Alláha. Řekl, že Alláh a jeho posel

ho pomstí.
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Elektrikář dorazil o 30 minut později a otestoval krabici, stiskl zelené

a červené tlačítko poté, co voják odsunul Slaoui stranou. Sundal kryt

a začal si hrát s dráty a poznamenal, že jeho návštěva znamenala

podruhé za dva roky, kdy se uvolnilo spojení. Opravil to za pět minut,

pak otestoval obvod, stisknutím zeleného tlačítka otevřel dveře a

červeným je zavřel.

"Vše hotovo, admirále," řekl a opustil plošinu.

Voják umístil Slaoui, který nezavřel ústa, nad dveře.

Admirál Crandall měl vhodná závěrečná slova pro architekta operace

Warp Speed. "Ať dosáhnete svého dalšího cíle ve warpu 9."

"Alláh je gre..." začal Slaoui, ale než měl šanci dokončit větu, praskl

mu krk.

Lékař amerického námořnictva prohlásil Slaoui za mrtvého v 10:47

EST.

(Návštíveno 43 614krát, dnes 1 425 návštěv)

Good Day 

 
GoodNewsForChange! 

 
FraudVitiatesVoidsAll 

 
PublicAndOrPrivateContractsBonds 

 
-law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/98/61 

 
-aim4truth.org/2023/03/29/cat-report-771/ 

 
-paulstramer.net/2023/03/the-pnc-is-is of-usa.html 

 
HappyHealthyProsperous2023

Wonderful. The imbecile bastard is no more. That’s the way they

have to be take away and annihilated. Good riddance to a bastard

criminal.
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Thank you so very much Michael Baxter for telling us … me when

justice is served. I started to feeling hopeless, thinking that the evil

always get away with their evil deeds. This is reassuring that justice is

being served. Thank you again Mr. Baxter

A job well done Admiral Crandall. Thanks Michael Baxter for

sharing. Warp 9, make it so number one.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 hours ago by Delavic

The best way to control people is through the deity of their choice.

Some people are so gullible, making them very dangerous.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Mark David

Same sort of brain defect as his other akbar buddies. Hanging is the

best therapy, often requiring only one visit.

We’ve always known~ it’s been purposeful, imho. Yet one more way

to control the masses, by instilling fear, which weakens a population

significantly. The deepstate has used simple tactics- we just didn’t

know how far they’d gone. The exposure we’ve experienced these

past few years is horrific, yet invaluable. The only way evil can

triumph is via deceit, embellishment, etc- like pufferfish…or the tiny

guy behind the curtain. Important to remember that “they” are

actually few, We the People are many, & God is mighty.

#Ephesians5:11

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

http://www.payathome7.com/
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info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

open this link…….. http://cashprofit2.blogspot.com

Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

I’m glad the electrician didn’t leave them hanging… well, except for

Deep State shithead. Another unsung hero helping to crush the

traitors.

Slaoui wanted to have the right to live, but he did not want the many,

many others that he helped kill to have that right, nor even to know

of or to change the evil covid plan………he can call on his false god all

he wants, but only Lord God Almighty has the keys to life and

death……Just think he had another extra 30 minutes to call out to

the God who made him and had a more perfect plan for his life, but

he refused….. and leaned to his own understanding……

Michael,

You may not be the person to ask for an answer to my question.

 
These people are evil to their very core. Sometimes, if they have

families, their families “MAY NOT” be aware of their evil deeds.

Some are known to be active players in their partner’s evil schemes

or at least know of it and go along with it by keeping silent.

 
When the evil, treasonous traitors are arrested, executed and assets

frozen and seized, what happens to their family, are they deported(if

not citizens)? If citizens are they allowed a place to keep, money to

survive?

 
I know it’s not all cut & dry. I just wonder if there are known

innocents on the evil’s side and what courtesy is allowed to them.

Good questions. It wouldn’t be the first time that husbands and

fathers lied to their families about what was going on. This would be

a genocide textbook example of “never bring the office home” — only

this is global genocide.

http://cashprofit2.blogspot.com/
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://cashprofit2.blogspot.com

Last edited 7 hours ago by Delavic

We’ll see if my post is taken down again. Like I said before….. the

only GOOD Muslim…..is a DEAD Muslim. Let this be a

lesson….for all the fucking Muslims

 
in our country. Maybe my post was taken down before…..because

Michael is afraid

 
of Muslims. Why be afraid….they are nothing but filthy animals…

anyway.

Like all catholics are pedophiles

 
I’m white 55

 
Catholic

 
Do you know any Muslims

 
Out of 1.8 billion

 
One or two are deranged

 
Same with blacks

 
Same with whites

 
Stop the hate

 
Find some common ground

 
They are not the enemy

 
Freemasons who accept any colour or religion are your and my

enemy

 
Also the enemy of Muslims

 
The enemy of my enemy is my friend

I don’t hate them, but I am aware of their tendencies and

backgrounds for violence. I can smile at them, while my other hand is

on my Glock, ready to defend life and limb.

http://cashprofit2.blogspot.com/
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Imagine his horror on the other side in finding out allah is really

Satan. Allah is a transliteration of Ba’al Ba’alla. A God of chaos &

war. And it is not a generic name for the word “god.” It is a specific

deity, and it is not the God of creation Yahweh Jehovah. allah will not

be avenging anyone as he burns in an eternal lake of fire with his

false prophet who was a pedophile sinner.

Sounds about RIGHT to me. Like I said….before Michael took down

my post….

 
the only GOOD Muslim….is a DEAD Muslim. I’d like to send

them ALL back to

 
the Middle East…..especially the bitch Congresswoman from

Dearborn, Michigan.

 
Speaking of Muslims….it would not surprise me at all….if AOC is

actually a damn Muslim.

Killing millions for money power . All who are involved in this

Horror Show to depopulate the Earth should rot in Hell

Let’s see … who’s ghost would be capable of messing with the

physical realm … did they execute an authentic witch? Or maybe you

have a spy in your midst?

They should be doing 10 a day not 1. Even at 10 a day it will take 30

years to go through them if you have 300k sealed inditements.

Wouldn’t it be nice if they started to use the 3,000+ guillotines that

Obama had stashed away in the FEMA camps that they were going to

use on us – to now use on them.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Gina

France has not used the guillotine since 1981 and they abolished the

death penalty. Last execution was 1977. I thought it was 1940 when

the Nazis invaded Paris!

They were all out of big and tall coffins, so Jim had to get a bit

shorter to fit into a standard sized one.
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I’m sure he was shipped back, with his head somewhere in the box as

well. .

Chanel put their name on the Obama model, or somebody did and

Chanel fired them for it.

“Mrs. Krabappel and Principal Skinner were in the closet making

babies and I saw one of the babies and the baby looked at me.”

That they should have used on him–Obama) but I heard he got firing

squad a bullet to the back of the head–That was too good for him

MORE LIKE TEN AT A TIME , Hang’em HIGH , talk to Clint he will

tell you how to do it. He learned some shit doing those spaghetti

westerns …in ITALY.

They could be doing a thousand a day for all we know. I say, do as

many as you can until the threat is gone and the guilty are punished.

Greed, and it seems like financial set up on earth is some kind of

thing that causes delusion. Did this guy get any warnings ahead of

time that he was doing evil?

As far as we know the body double, clone whatever hasn’t don’t

anything wrong. It’s not illegal to be ugly, stupid, greedy which is all

it’s done so far.

 
The wife is the one being punished now. She probable just made a lot

of money to never tell the truth. She could get a devorce and move

on, but they will probable offer her a position in the next election

cycle and a lot of money.

A doppleganger/actor/clone are still in violation of the law – fraud,

impersonating an official. Association of conspirering to commit

fraud, deface the public = treason, sedition

What divorce? The man is dead. she’s not married to the body

double, unless it’s for optics. She could just take the money and walk.

Nothing hushes people up faster than cash.
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Crandall is an Admiral in the US Navy so being a Boss comes with

the job I guess.

I’m addicted to RRN! Love seeing these scumbags get what’s coming

to them. Shout out to our soldiers…God bless them!

I’m not a gambler but I’ll bet this dude was awfully surprised to find

out he wasn’t going to meet Allah

Won’t he be surprised when he finds out his “allah” has a forked

tongue & horns?!

Hey Ann…you took the words right out of my mouth. So glad we

agree!!

I think Allah is just a meaning and It means “God” in Arabic. They

say “Allah Akbar” which translates to “God is Great”.

I never understood what God, just God. I’m not sure what the name

of their, “Muslim” God is.

 
I’m not a Arabic expert, and for all I know he could be like the

“Father” in Christianity.

 
I don’t think the Muslims have the holy trinity like Christianity does

with “The Father, Son and the Holy Ghost”.

They just have the God, The Great One, The Father, I’m not a

religious expert.

 
I just know that Allah is usually used to say “God” and they pair it

with the words “is Great”, “Akbar”

Last edited 9 hours ago by snoopy

You are actually incorrect. Allah is Enki also known as Lucifer,

Poseidon, and many other names. The Bible usually refers to him as

Lord. Enki is the Annunaki who had sex with Eve and was Canes real

father. Adam was Abel’s father and that line had a less Annunaki

genes.
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God in the Bible is usually referring to Enlil. Also know as Jehovah,

Yahweh, Zeus, Jupiter, and many other names. He was against

making humans sentient and was the one who didn’t warn the

Nephilim of the reset event which was the biblical flood.

Enki warned Noah.

What is happening is Enki’sforces have begun their invasion of

America.

It’s why the Guidestones were blown up. People thought the

Guidestones were cabal but the stones mentioned separate nations

and the Cabal wants a One world government. So they didn’t t put it

up…

Enlil’s forces did. It was intended for after the coming pole shift (our

reset event a bit over a decade out). Enlil killed the Nephilim but is

allowing some humans to bridge the pole shift (others will ascend or

reincarnate as you are immortal)

Some people say that allah is the devil, so maybe he was happy about

that.

Adios! Now comes the BIGGEST surprise of finding out there ain’t

NO Allah in the afterlife. Well done WHs!!

“Whose your god?” The balancer god for now I guess. They bark that

“Whose your god” at anybody they can, that doesn’t go to their

mosque party every morning at 4 AM. It’s required they tell me. Not

a religion, just a huge cult. These guys can’t get out of muslim land

and my investigative theories show me, some were wealthy white

guys in previous lives.

Rich people that get a life in Pakistan and come screaming to the

USA looking for money they came from in a previous life. It’s not out

there. That life is over forever. Their karma has to be lived out. How

many lifetimes ugly and in poverty they have to live for degrading

other’s out of what they needed in life?
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Shouldn’t rather simple mechanisms like a door release be checked &

tested prior to use? And then guarded until use is required? Failing

on two different occasions seems peculiar indeed. Thank you for

honest reporting. Prisoner murdered millions. But NOT alone.

I would have thought that the electrician showed the person in

charge which wire and how to tighten it so he wouldn’t have to be

called again.

maybe they should have a ‘manual ‘ back-up.. if power goes out…

release it manually.. just like the old-fashioned ones…

Just put a rope around the condemned’s NECK and pull the plank it’s

that simple, no big deal. Why are people getting so hung up on this,

no pun intended of course.

The rope broke on the cock -sucker , if I remember correctly or was

that some other cock-sucker. Makes no difference as long as the

EXECUTION is successful

Look, if the trapdoor doesn’t work and he has to be executed, just get

the firing squad out and finish the job,

 
No bullets because they are all going to the Ukraine and Z-bitch &

Co.? Bring out the Obama favorite — the guillotine.

 
Or, just for kicks, send him to Russia and let our friend Vladimir

execute him — he’ll really be scared of Putin, since the shots also

maimed his daughter.

 
He’ll be finished off one way or another, don’t even worry.

NO need for all that bullshit ,just cave the condemned head in and

call it a day. NEXT

Loose connection from all the droppings… I’m surprised they didn’t

solder or epoxy the connections. Actually they should epoxy the

whole thing due to the tropical-salt weather.

Send a memo to Admiral Crandall and tell him how to do it. NO

DOUBT he will listen to YOU. LoL
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I wondered but it is like a sign but it’s not much, he was supposed to

get another 30 minutes of life. Everything he said during those

minutes did not save his life.

I can’t wait for the WEF, WHO, UN Leader members, Royal Crown

Families, to be starting to arrive GITMO. Hmmm…maybe that’s why

it’s taking so long to put back the rightful POTUS because they are

cleaning this country (USA) first before they go overseas.

According to other sites, the WHs in other countries have been

taking out Royal leaders since this all started. Queen E of England

was supposedly the last. T/F? Who knows for sure? I read it, file it

away and wait for conclusive evidence.

“We will see” or ” or “Let’s see what happens” are Trumps favorite

expressions, when commenting on “the bad guys” !

Charles seem to be enjoying himself, he is not acting like he has been

executed

When he got to the Other Side, he didn’t find 72 Virgins like he

wished for… Turns out they were Catholic Nuns who beat him to a

pulp the minute he arrived.

EWWW, that’s criminal! Imagine if that stereotype was real. The

poor goats!!

 
Would-be Zoophile: “I need you for about five minutes.”

 
Mr. Goat (consternation upon being approached): “Hey buddy, I’m

married! You can’t do me like that!”

 
Would-be Zoophile (lawless): “So am I, but my wife is still pissed

after I insulted her and her sister.”

 
Mr. Goat: “Can’t you see I’m an animal? I got horns and hooves. So

take it to your other wives.”

 
Would-be Zoophile: “I can’t, my other 4 wives won’t speak to me and

they are siding with her.”

 
Mr. Goat: “Not interested, I don’t do humans. I have a wife and 4

kids already and she’s pregnant again, plus begging me for a 6th. So
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take another wife, then.”

Would-be Zoophile: “I can’t get any more wives. All the women in

town are either married or pregnant already.”

 
Mr. Goat: “No way, Jose, My head is sore from another head-butting

job for the last 48 hours to feed these varmints. So marry the

mullah’s daughter.”

 
Would-be Zoophile: “I can’t marry the mullah’s daughter because the

imam tells me I owe child support for the other 45 kids, and after 17

months of no action, I’m desperate!”

 
Mr. Goat (indignant): “Sorry pal, my body’s not for sale.”

 
Mrs. Goat (comes in angry): “Hey, humanoid, what are you doing to

him? He’s MINE!! Take it to YOUR wife!”

 
Zoophile (despairing): “I can’t, she still won’t talk to me! I’ve run out

of women to marry, and the Prophet had 23 wives, more than me!”

 
Mrs. Goat: “And I don’t care. It’s not going to happen, buddy. You’re

going back to your wife, and you will apologize to her and her sister,

and you will behave yourself. Do you hear me? GO HOME!!”

 
Would-be Zoophile skulks off back to the main house to irate first

wife and first 9 kids, irate sister in the next room with her husband

and five kids.

Having a door malfunction and making the prolonged execution

more stressful for Moncef Slaoui seems to be a good idea. More

malfunctions please! Or…. pretend there is a malfunction so they

relax just a tiny bit, then… oops, SURPRISE!!!

LOL I am never surprised at the screw ups that happen at gitmo.

who’s job was it to make sure it worked?

Thank you, Admiral Crandall and JAG, for your service. I have lost

many friends, neighbors and family to this poisonous vax. I have

many people in my life who are very sick since getting them. These

tribunals help me heal, knowing someone is fighting for Justice. May

God protect all of you.
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Admiral Crandall, you may wish to consider using a 24 volt dc linear

actuator and an IP-66 junction box with terminal block and din rail

to house also the 24vdc power supply unit (which operates off

460/60/3 but you might find one operating off houshold current).

Few moving parts; very strong, push or pull actuation, ingress

protection rating for seaside environment. Consider also hot-dipped

galvanized for salt spray protection including on conduit (superior to

316 s.s.) and also “strain relief” for electrical connections. Keep us

posted.

Last edited 13 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

I like electrical gadgets as much as any ham radio operator or

electrical engineer, and you could hook the whole thing to blue tooth

so Crandall could push a button on his cell phone. But I also see a

certain virtue in. simplicity. So how about a lever attached to a pin,

and then a rope to pull the trap door back into place?

Hal, the linear actuator is essential a “pin,” but needs no lever only a

closed electrical connection. I used to use models of average size and

even they could bend 11 ga. t-316 s.s. channels if it should happen

that I had an inadvertant “bending-moment” in the design.

Last edited 12 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

I like the idea of a random number generator attached so you can get

him cursing them in mid-sentence before the door opens after the

right quantum action kicks the actuator solenoid open ;>)

Some of us also find paper ballots entirely adequate for voting &

suitable for same-day counting IN PRECINCT. Simple is better –

reliable, trackable & checkable. Voting & executions are basic.

Neither needs to be rocket science.

Just put them on a stool snug up the Rope then Kick the stool out

from under them. yes it may take them a little longer to die and it is

more painful but they need to suffer the worst Pain for what they
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have done.

FUCK just push the son-of-bitch down a flight of stairs till their neck

breaks . LoL

I am cautiously optimistic that by the will of God, all forms of slavery

on earth courtesy of the CABAL, will be over. I trust in God alone.

Blessings, 🙏🙏🙏

I’ll stick to my guns and state that its more cost efficient to just throw

the Clowns into the ocean and drown them.

I’m in Australia and I’ve seen White Pointer sharks take people. It’s

the most horrific death for the one who is taken. It would be a whole

lot scarier for them than being hung. And it would be very painful.

Maybe we can arrange a dinner date with Sonny’s Australian shark

crew for Lori Lightfoot and his fake wife if either one gets sentenced

to hang?

No, I wouldn’t say that. But I’m not naive, nor am I credulous.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Will Caulfield

Sparky, the ingress protection rating will take care of all of that with

one quick spec. The first number is ingress of dirt and the second

number is ingress of liquid. This is for enclosures wherein there may

be multiple and on-going entry for adjustment and maintenance.

If you are going to bring that much electrical power to the site, just

electrocute the fucker and be done with it.

Ha – army corp. of engineers, so called: electricians, LoL.

They should try using a soldering iron, and shrinkwrap wire

covering, and insulate wire from weather.

Twice now having wiring issues – eh. Loose wire, LoL, I say, Salt

Corroded, no different to car battery terminal.
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Suspect before military service those alleged electricians were Home

Depot weekend warriors as glorified ceiling fan installers.

Hey Mike I know you got a bur under your saddle for me but you

better inform your contacts again about HAARP. If push comes to

shove as they say and the bad guys get their backs against the wall

they are liable to use it in Yellowstone at Yellowstone Lake. In case

you don’t know they just had 8 small quakes under it and it just

happens to be the LARGEST super volcano on earth !!!! How difficult

would it be to cause it to erupt. Why don’t you check out what the

consequences would be—-catastrophic !!!! But hey what do I know

—–Now I know there are other sources to create cause and effect but

this is in our own back yard. I am actually on your side—

The prophets say God has delivered a message to the bedrooms of

the bad guys you refer to that is that they had better take two steps

back. Almighty God, the creator of Yellowstone Lake and the park is

also the creator of the volcanos and CONTROLS directs the weather

and the elements much better than HAARP! If you are going to fear

ANYTHING, FEAR GOD! That is the beginning of wisdom according

to the scriptures.

Yes, a healthy fear of God. Fear him not because he is vindictive but

because he loves us with an everlasting love and wants nothing more

for us than to spend eternity with him in heaven. Can Inger a

witness? Blessings, 🙏🙏🙏

I’m mad at HAARP for messing with ski weather and taking our

lovely snowstorms away. they make fake snow and we can’t enjoy the

real stuff. These days, people are so spoiled that if they see one flake,

they lose it, while the other side claims it’s climate change nonsense,

not realizing it’s HAARP. Years ago, entire cities were blanketed with

the white stuff for days, but LBJ had to mess everything up.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Xena
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You are CORRECT bringing this to attention. I am not a geologist,

just some basic knowledge and self study. These 8 small quakes

could have been induced to relieve pressure and geological stress in

that region possibly. Just a thought.

 

 

 

 

 

 


